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January 23, 2022

Hello GB Families!

I hope this week (plus for GBHS) of online learning gave many of you a chance to get and/or stay healthy.

As we return in person Tuesday, January 25, our protocols with regard to COVID -19 quarantine/isolation
have been updated to align with the Genesee County Health Department once again. The details of the
new rules are many, so we are asking you to access the slides on our COVID-19 dashboard that more fully
explain all the details. For even more in-depth information, the most recent guidance from the GCHD is
also available.

Some of the most noticeable changes for our families will likely be:
● Students who test positive will be able to return on day 6, as long as they have had no symptoms

for 24 hours and wear a mask for days 6-10. See other stipulations on website.
● Fatigue has been added back in as a symptom and guidance remains - one symptom to be

considered symptomatic. Remember, symptoms should be different from baseline.
● There is no longer the option for an unvaccinated student to receive an alternative diagnosis

from a health care provider if they have symptoms and do not test. They must test negative or
quarantine for the full 10 days.

● Contact tracing has returned to within 6 feet for 15 minutes where masks are not being worn.
For GBCS, that currently means extracurricular activities, lunch, etc. (not classrooms or buses.)

● We are “centralizing” much of our contact tracing to provide relief to building clerical staff.
Emails and phone calls on this subject will likely come from this team, not your building office.

As a reminder, students and staff will be required to wear masks upon return. We will revisit this on
February 18, 2022.

We will also continue to take the situation week by week this winter. If staffing or case counts again
become troublesome, it may require another temporary period of remote learning. Testing sites remain
open for students and staff.

Thank you and have a good night.

Sincerely,

Dr. Trevor Alward
Superintendent
Grand Blanc Community Schools
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